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The rank equation 
rk = &(A) 
is considered, at-d the dose reIationship between A, and C is revealed when X = A' is 
the solution. This contributes to a result, recently obtained by Fieder and ~ar~~a~ 
(Linear Algebra Appl. 179 ( 1993) 129). 0 1999 Published by Eisevier Science Inc. AH 
rights reserved. 
Kqwwd~: Rank equation; Moore-Pemose inverse; Singular value decomposition 
Id Q=,,, denote the set of complex m x ra matrices. The symbols A*, k(A) 
and S(A) will stand for the conjugate transpose, the rank and the range, re- 
spectively, of A E Cnlxn. By Ai we denote the Moore-Pernrose inverse of 
A E @mm i.e. the unique matrix At satisfying AA’A = A, AiAA’ = Ai, 
(AA’)” = AA’ and (AiA)” = AtA. The symbol A- stands fix an arbitwy 
generalized inverse (inner inverse) of A, i.e. A- satisfies AA-A = A. 
In this note we csnsider the rank equation 
Sk = &(A) 
with respect o X. where nd C are assumed to be sqm y re~or~~l~~~i~~ a 
result front Marsaglia a Styan [I]. necessary and see ttt conditions for 
existence of a solution are immediately established, also showing [ha 
Eion is unique ifit exists. Furthermore a characterization ofthe ma 
C is derived when X = A’ is mwmed to be the solution of Eq. (I 1. T 
seen as an extension offa result, recently obtained by Fiedles and 
Our results are based on the following lemma. which is proved in [l] (Eq. 
(8.6)), [3] (Theorem 4.1) and [4] (Themem 4.5). 
The fo1lowing theorem is a reformulation of the above lenma, suitable for 
our investigation. 
Prmf. Suppose -H( ) c .a( A) and .#qC” ) c .apia ), which is equivalena to L = 
, where I& atld are given as in Lemma I. Then from the Len-ma 
we have 
arld x = cd is the desired on the other han~cl a matrix X with 
Eq. ( 1) exists, en from Lemma 1, = 0 and w = , which completes 
the proof. j--J 
Observe that the conditions .#( ) C .#(A) and -H(C) C .@(A’) are 
invariance of the matrix proctuct CA- also necessary and su cient for the With 
respect to the choice of generalized inverse A- of A when and C are nonnull, 
cf. [S] (Lemma I). 
Clearly, !kont Theorem 1, the solution to Eq, ( I) is unique if it exists, 
oreover we imt-tediately see that X = A’ is the solution to 
[ 
-I 
=u and c = v 
f. %a observe the 'only if-part write 
and G, which exist accsrding 4s 
?? From this it fQk?WS 
(6”) = .&9(C) = .3qA”), 
= d[(A’)*J c_ .d( 
Since in view of Eq. (3) we have . 
are also [6] (Propositio 
= &(A), it fQllOWS am 
From Eq. (2) we 
equation At = CA’ 
easy. ??
which establishes the ‘ody if-part. The W-part is 
From Theorem 2 the close connection between the matrices A, 
becomes quite obvious w n % = ia’ is the solution to Eq. (1). It is 
either one of the matrices or C is idempotent if and only if 
case both are idem = AA’ and c C A’ 
agonal, then C and rmal. If in addition 
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